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George Washington



George Washington, a Biography, Volume Five begins on a very optimistic 

note indeed, because the French have now granted diplomatic recognition to the United States 
and they have also pledged military assistance. 

n June 1778, the British, under Howe’s replacement, General Clinton, evacuated Philadelphia for
New York. As the Redcoats retreated, Washington struck them at Monmouth, though the attack was
only partially successful due to the baffling disobedience on the part of one of his generals. The
British resumed their retreat to New York with Washington on their heels. With the British army

safely ensconced behind the Hudson, the Continentals took up
camp opposite New York on the Jersey side, where they also went
into winter quarters. That winter and the following summer/fall
were taken up by constant vigilance, desperate attempts at 
maintaining supplies, and Washington’s efforts to sustain amity
among his officers.

ashington’s troops went into winter quarters at Morristown,
New Jersey during the winter of 1779-1780 and suffered their
worst winter of the war. Provisions were scarce. Temperatures fell

far below freezing. New York Harbor froze over, while snow and ice covered the ground for weeks.

n July 1780, Benedict Arnold began supplying British spymaster John André with sensitive 
information intended to compromise Washington and capture West Point, a key American 
defensive position on the Hudson River. Arnold began repeatedly asking for command of West
Point, and in August Washington finally agreed. Arnold secretly met André on September 21, giving
him plans to take over the garrison. Militia forces captured André and discovered the plans, but
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The cover image depicts George Washington after having spent over 8 years as the leader of the Continental Army. It is a 
composite including a photo of a wax model of Washington on display at the Mt.Vernon Estate. The background painting 
incorporates a small portion of the C.W. Peale painting of Washington, Lafayette & Tilghman at Yorktown. Above is
shown a bronze bust of George Washington after Jean-Antoine Houdon (1741-1828), 20th Century. 
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Arnold escaped to New York. Washington recalled the commanders positioned under Arnold, and
assumed personal command. André’s trial for espionage ended in a death sentence. Benedict
Arnold went over to the enemy and received an officers commission in the British army.

n late 1778, General Clinton shipped 3,000 troops from New York to Georgia and launched a
Southern invasion under the command of General Cornwallis. British troops were also dispatched
to Charleston. Eventually, most of Georgia and South Carolina were overrun by the fall of 1780.

ashington was reinvigorated, however, when Lafayette returned from France with more ships,
men, and supplies, along with 5,000 veteran French troops led by Marshal Rochambeau. They 
arrived at Newport, Rhode Island in July 1780. However, Washington repeatedly urged a reluctant
Rochambeau to move the French naval and army forces south to launch a joint land-naval attack.

ashington’s army went into winter quarters at New Windsor, New York in December 1780, 
and Washington pleaded with Congress and state officials to expedite provisions in hopes that 
the army would not “continue to struggle under the same difficulties they have hitherto endured”.
Much of Washington’s time was taken up with simply holding his army together.

n 1781, British General Clinton sent Benedict Arnold, now a redcoat Brigadier General, to 
Virginia with 1,700 troops with orders to capture Portsmouth and spread terror. Lafayette was
sent south to counter Arnold’s efforts. Washington initially hoped to bring the fight to New York,
simultaneously drawing off British forces from Virginia and ending the war there. However, 
prodded by Washington, Rochambeau finally persuaded Admiral de Grasse that Cornwallis, who
had moved his redcoat army from Carolina to Virginia, was a tantalizing target. Washington seized
the advantage. He made a feint towards Clinton in New York, then headed south to Virginia, 
hoping Admiral de Grasse would not disappoint him. And the French admiral kept his word.

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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n August 19, the march to Yorktown began, led by Washington and Rochambeau, which became
known as the “celebrated march”. Washington was in command of an army of 7,800 Frenchmen,
3,100 militia, and 8,000 Continentals.

y late September, American-French forces completely surrounded Yorktown, trapped the British
army, and prevented British reinforcements from Clinton in the North, while the French navy was 
B 

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

“Sie�ge de Yorktown,17 octobre 1781”
“The Siege of Yorktown, October 17, 1781” was painted by Auguste Couder, c. 1836. Rochambeau and

Washington are depicted giving their last orders before the battle.
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victorious at the Battle of the Chesapeake. The final American offensive was begun with a 
canon shot personally fired by Washington. The siege ended with a British surrender on October
19, 1781. Over 7,000 British soldiers were captured in the last major land battle of the American 
Revolutionary War. Washington had prevailed. America was free.

“The American Storming of Redoubt #10 during the Siege of Yorktown”
This painting was done in 1840 by Eugene Lami (1800-1890).
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“The Surrender of Lord Cornwallis”
This painting depicts the forces of British Major General Charles Cornwallis, 1st Marquess Cornwallis (1738–1805) 

(who was not himself present at the surrender), surrendering to French and American forces after the Siege of Yorktown
(September 28 – October 19, 1781) during the American Revolutionary War. The central figures depicted are Generals

Charles O’Hara and Benjamin Lincoln. The United States government commissioned Trumbull to paint patriotic 
paintings, including this piece, for them in 1817, paying for the piece in 1820.

fter leading the Continental Army for eight and a half years, Washington bade farewell to his officers
in New York at Fraunces Tavern in December 1783, resigned his commission a few days later, and 
returned to Mt. Vernon. He became once more an ordinary citizen and farmer…and the most admired
man in the world.

A
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V O L U M E  F I V E

Victory with the Help of France
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The New Jersey — New York Area
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The Yorktown Area
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V O L U M E  F I V E  P O R T R A I T S  

Benedict Arnold, Smiling... What more could Benedict Arnold have sought than he had achieved
by 1778-79? eSome of his comrades may have asked the question enviously when they observed the
life he was leading and the power he was exerting in Philadelphia. Members of Congress may have
repeated the inquiry with petulance when, in committee, they read one of his complaining letters. Had
he not been distinguished in arms from the first affair at Ticonderoga in 1775? His defeats in Canada
and on Lake Champlain had been as honorable as victories. If every step now was a limp, it was
testimony of his stalwart share in the glorious triumph over Burgoyne. To be sure, there has been
delay and perhaps a tinge of reluctance in Congress’ vote on his promotion, Feb. 17, 1777, to the rank 
of Major General, but Washington had atoned for that by giving Arnold the most dignified post an
invalid could occupy, the command of reoccupied Philadelphia. Patriots had welcomed him with 

deference both for his reputation and for his large authority to grant or to deny permits for trade beyond American lines. Tories at first stood in
fear, and later in awe of him when they observed that he was fair and even friendly to them. All doors on both sides of the street so to say, were
open in the Quaker City to the hobbling little General with the strange, pale eyes and the contrasting swarthy skin. He lived sumptuously,
extravagantly, and he looked at the fair daughters of the Philadelphia potentates as if he believed he might have his pick of them. His choice
fell on one of the most bewitching of these girls Margaret, familiarly Peggy, Shippen, who had not lacked praise from the red-coated cavaliers
who now were back in New York. Thriftily, Arnold made his addresses to Peggy in the identical words he had employed six months previously 
in declaring his undying love for Elizabeth de Blois of Boston, who had declined his suit. “Peggy” Shippen did not know she was getting a
second-hand document. She admired the man and the letter and she said, “Yes.”ePerhaps it had been in anticipation of just such a triumph
that Arnold had on his face the expression that du Simitiere had caught in July, 1777, when he made a black lead drawing of the General “for a
medal.” Was it a medal Arnold hoped Congress would confer?- Arnold in American uniform, engraved by H. B. Hall, after John Trumbull.

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
St. Clair, Loyalty Versus Suspicion If the country of a man’s adoption goes to war with the country
of his birth, he always is suspected by some of a secret sympathy for the old allegiance: and if, in 
addition, he is a soldier who sustains a military defeat, the finest devotion never will recover for him
the measure of confidence that will assure public approval of his reassignment to be good though not
clearly established. He had been an ensign in Amherst’s Canadian expedition of 1757 and later he was
promoted Lieutenant, the rank he held when he resigned in 1762 at the age of 26. After his Massachusetts
wife inherited 14,000 lbs., he moved to western Pennsylvania and became the largest landowner 
who resided “beyond the mountains.” His influence soon became considerable; he seemed almost 
to personify Pennsylvania in the ugly disputes with Virginia. Naturally, he was put forward as a 
military leader in 1775, and by February, 1777, he was Major General. Then came the threat against
Ticonderoga and St. Clair’s abandonment of the position. e Washington did not write a line or 
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Hamilton, — His the Most Brilliant Mind As an ambitious Virginia Colonel, Washington owed

some of the rapidity of his rise to the fact that he was equally successful in dealing with the older

men above him and the younger men under him. If there was art as well as candor and integrity in

this ability to win respect and admiration, he did not lose it when he became Commander-in-Chief.

His interest in junior officers close to him was as great as ever. Joseph Reed was 34, Thomas Mifflin

was 31, and Tench Tilghman  32 when they came  to headquarters; but John Laurens was 23 and

Alexander Hamilton not 21 when they joined the General’s “family”. In the conversation of these

two, their immediate senior, Robert Hanson Harrison, then in his early thirties, was the “old

Colonel.” Their youth was no barrier to Washington’s full employment of their abilities. He knew

that he had borne heavy responsibilities when he was of their age and he did not fear to load young

shoulders heavily whenever he had confidence in what was above  the shoulders.eLaurens was

destined to die in August, 1782, in his twenty-eighth year; Tench Tilghman survived the war but was

in his grave before he was 43; Hamilton was the only one of the trio to reach the full splendor of his career before the end came. Even

then, he was no more than 47. His abilities may have been no greater than those of Laurens, but longer years of course brought larger 

opportunities, and when 23 or 24 only, he wrote papers that were mature and flawlessly reasoned. If revolutionary America produced a

more brilliant mind, whose was it?  e Hamilton’s faults were those of youth and of a vanity fed by praise and by shining marriage. 

His conduct in his angry break with the General was not to his credit, but it did not destroy Washington’s appreciation of his splendid

service. The Commander-in-Chief humbled himself in a vain effort to mollify the angry young Lieutenant Colonel and, even when

rebuffed, he took pains to see that Hamilton had service in the field, the reward the New Yorker coveted and deserved. Washington often

took pains to “remember to forget.” .- The above portrait of Alexander Hamilton is by John Trumbull, circa 1805.

utter a recorded word that suggested the least doubt of the absolute loyalty of St. Clair, who was vindicated by a court martial; but there must
have been whispers or an exchange of glances afterwards at the meantion of his name. In 1780, on the spread of a vague report that a general
officer was involved in some treasonable action, some thought St. Clair would prove to be the man. Still later, when it was remarked that
after the loss of Ticonderoga he had not received any assignment of first importance during the remaining  four years of hostilities, it was 
assumed that Washington had trusted him. The truth was undramatic; St. Clair was so busy with his own affairs and, during part of 1781,
was so concerned over the illness of his wife that he did not feel he could take the field. His record was clean; the minds of some of his critics
were not. - This portrait of Arthur St. Clair (1727-1818) was painted in 1782 by C.W.Peale (1741-1827).

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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Tench Tilghman, Ready for Any Task At the start of the Revolution, Tilghman ran a saddle-making business, which suffered

when the Non-Importation Resolution made it impossible to import British goods. Because Tench supported the resolution, Tories

burnt down his shop.eTilghman enlisted in the Maryland Militia, but was soon assigned to the Continental Army. On August 8,

1776, he received a commission as Washington’s aide-de-camp. He served Washington as confidential secretary for an additional

three years. During the Battle of Monmouth in 1778 and afterwards, Tilghman distinguished himself as one of a handful on 

Washington’s staff fluent in French, which enabled him to interpret written and verbal communications between Washington,

Lafayette, Von Steuben, and commanders of the Continental Army’s French allies. eTilghman’s Patriot loyalties split his family.

He became the first among his eleven siblings to join the Revolutionary cause. Most of the

Tilghman family served the King, as did many other rich families at that time. His brothers

Richard and Philemon served in the British military. Another brother, William Tilghman,

wanted to follow in their father’s path and study law in England, which created a professional

conflict for Tench Tilghman, who refused him passage to England on June 12, 1781. “I am

placed in as delicate a situation as it is possible for a man to be. I am, from my station, a master

of the most valuable secrets of the Cabinet, and the master of the field and it might give cause of

umbrage and suspicion at this critical moment to interest myself in procuring the passage of a

brother to England.” eThe Siege of Yorktown in October 1781 culminated in a Patriot victory

and an honor for Tilghman, whom Washington picked to carry the surrender papers to the

Continental Congress in Philadelphia. Tilghman’s own journal entry was terse:  “In the morning

Lord Cornwallis put out a letter requesting 24 hours must be granted to the commissioners to

settle terms of capitulation of the posts of York and Gloster. The General answered that only

two hours would be allowed for him to send out his terms. He accordingly sent them out generally as follows, that the Garrisons

should be prisoners of war, the German and British soldiers to be sent to England and Germany. The General answered on the 

18th that the terms of sending the troops to England and Germany were inadmissible. Lord Cornwallis closed with all the terms 

except the same honors granted at Charlestown.” In a letter to Tilghman the following year, Washington’s humor and admiration 

is apparent: “Till your letter of the 28th arrived which is the first from you and the only direct account of you since we departed at

Philadelphia, we have various conjectures about you. Some thought you were dead—others that you were married—and all

that you have forgot us. Your letter is not a more evident contradiction of the first and last of these suppositions than it is a tacit 

conformation of the second and as none can wish you greater success in the prosecution of the plan you are upon than I do...you

have no friend who wishes more to see you than I do.” As the war formally ended with peace negotiations, Washington discussed 

the surrender of King George III with his trusted aide: “The obstinacy of the King and his unwillingness to acknowledge the 

independency of this country, I have ever considered as the greatest obstacles in the way of a peace”. - After the original by Bass Otis, 

Independence Hall, Philadelphia. 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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André Had Much but Lacked Presence of Mind Some revolutionary dislikes and a larger number
of pleasant associations had long life in America. On Beacon Hill, Boston remained coldly and 
consistently anti-British at the same time that the city resented the activities of immigrant Irish who
were twisting the lion’s tail on their own account to win votes and get jobs in political offices. Bed-bugs
still were “red coats” in some parts of the country more than a century after the last of the King’s 
soldiers had been transported home to England. Steuben had a poor reputation in Virginia when only
historical students knew that the reason was the controversy between him and the State authorities 
in 1780-81. “Hessian” is an opprobrious term even now, though the German troops, except in two 
campaigns, were as well disciplined and orderly as any soldiers King George had in America. e

The most pronounced traditions favorable to the British, needless to say, concerns Maj. John André.
Although he was the British agent in the most dangerous and least suspected move to take the citadel of the indefensible line of the
Hudson, he became almost a national hero and he has so remained. The primary reason is conveyed by a single word – manners. 
He had charm, consideration of others and skill in making the best of every good quality he possessed. No doubt he had penned 
many sketches of himself, similar in essentials to the one reproduced, but when he drew this one for a visitor to his prison, and made it
without a mirror, he entranced his guard. Most of them never had seen so versatile a young gentleman. He went to the gallows with
perfect courage, as if he wished to show the ages how a man should die, and thereby he assured himself an immortality that to
some had seemed more to be desired than long life. Washington admired but did not intervene and with his unvarying, practical
realism, did not overlook the fact that André’s own blunders were responsible for the capture of the officer and for the exposé of

Arnold’s treason. “An unaccountable deprivation of presence of mind in a man of first abilities” – that was the phrase of Washington

for André’s conduct when the Major met the militiamen near Tarrytown. - The etching above of Jean André is in the London Tower.

Rochambeau, the Most Generous of Allies In 1780, Rochambeau was appointed commander of land
forces as part of the project code named Expédition Particulière. He was given the rank of Lieutenant
General in command of some 7,000 French troops and sent to join the Continental Army under George
Washington during the American Revolutionary War. Axel von Fersen the Younger served as his 
aide-de-camp and interpreter. The small size of the force at his disposal made him initially reluctant to
lead the expedition. e He landed at Newport, Rhode Island on 10 July but was held there inactive for
a year due to his reluctance to abandon the French fleet blockaded by the British in Narragansett 
Bay. The College in the Colony of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations (now known as Brown
University) served as an encampment site for some of Rochambeau’s troops, and the College Edifice
was converted into a military hospital, now known as University Hall. In July 1781, the force left Rhode

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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Benjamin Lincoln — Solid All the Way Through New Englanders were not unduly

jealous of their leaders, but they insisted, usually, that the men who sought their favor

should previously have served an apprenticeship. Did a farmer have ambition for the

General Court? Let him, then, be clerk, or justice of the peace, or official of his church, 

or all three in succession. After that he might be chosen to speak for his people in 

the making of laws for the Colony. So insistent were the people of Massachusetts, 

in particular, on this sort of training, that they almost gave posterity a “short cut “ in 

following the careers of the revolutionaries. If an inquirer today were to find in a sketch 

of an eighteenth-century New England notable the words “early years as usual” the 

student would know, in general, what this meant for hundreds of men and, among 

them, for Benjamin Lincoln. e Lincoln, born at Hingham in 1733, was an abler and 

more industrious man than his great bulk and his loose jowl would indicate. After he 

became Major General of Massachusetts militia, Washington paid him an odd compliment in forgetting him and then in naming

him in a postscript of a letter to Congress as an “excellent officer, and worthy of your notice in the Continental Line.” This quickly

brought him promotion he justified by conduct of course and extraordinarily good judgment during the Saratoga campaign. He

was not so fortunate in South Carolina, where Washington thought he erred by concentrating in Charleston, but the gallantry of

his defense took the sting from his defeat. His early exchange and return to the main Army put him in line for command of the 

column sent from the Hudson to Virginia in the late summer of 1781. While the circumstances indicate that Washington did not 

select Lincoln because of special regard for the skill of the Massachusetts General, he had not the least reason to regret that, after

McDougall declined, Lincoln was the officer next in seniority. e Brilliant? No. A great strategist? No. An administrator of parts?

Yes, and better than he was credited with being. The word that best fitted him was solid. - The portrait painted October 13, 1784 of

Genenral Benjamin Lincoln is by Charles Wilson Peale (1741-1827) and it is at Independence Hall, Philadelphia.

Island and marched across Connecticut to join Washington on the Hudson River in Mount Kisco, New York. The Odell farm served as
Rochambeau’s headquarters from 6 July to 18 August 1781. eWashington and Rochambeau then marched their combined forces to the
siege of Yorktown and the Battle of the Chesapeake. On 22 September, they combined with the Marquis de Lafayette’s troops and
forced Lord Cornwallis to surrender on 19 October. The Congress of the Confederation presented Rochambeau with two cannons taken
from the British in recognition of his service. He returned them to Vendôme, and they were requisitioned in 1792. - Original portrait painted

in 1834 by Charles-Philippe Lariviere (1798-1876) and is in the Palace of Versailles. 

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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The Forts were Changed Endlessly

Like many other British maps of the Revolutionary War, the detailed plan Powles Hook was drawn with
precision. Once a base-line is established, it is not difficult, even after almost two centuries to determine
positions on a battlefield or stations in an elaborate system of defenses. British Topographical Engineers

seldom have cause to blush at the blunders of their predecessors of 1775-83. The one serious deficiency of
some items in the fine collection of the maps preserved with the Clinton Papers in the Clements Library is
the absence, in some instances, of dates and of any indication whether the drafts represent what had been
complete or what was projected. On occasion there is external evidence of approximate date — the paper,

the lettering, or the place of deposit — and more frequently there is the internal evidence of 
signatures and legends. Now and again, when no means of fixing a date are found, the student is forced to
reason from collateral evidence or from the meagerness or elaborate character of the works represented. 

d
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Alternative Lines of British 
Withdrawal, June, 1778

From the “Nose” of the Delaware after the
Evacuation of Philadelphia on the 18th. The

second route was longer by at least one day’s
march through a dry and sandy region, but it
had the advantage of leading Clinton’s army

directly to deep water.

d

Approaches to Monmouth Court House 

Most of the highways that deserved the name in
1778 ran approximately North and South. Few

of the East-and-West roads were more than
sandy lanes, and even these, in numerous 

instances, were not traced on existing maps. 
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The Approaches to Rhode Island

After the four-sheet “Topographical Chart” by Charles Blaskowitz, en-
graved and printed by William Faden, 1777, a fine copy of which is in the
John Carter Brown Library of Brown University. Wide variation in the

spelling of place names appears in eighteenth-century Rhode Island
maps. Prevailing “Seakonnet” is “Seaconnet” on Thomas Kitchin’s map

of 1778 and “Seaconit” on Stockdales’s of 1794.

d
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The Approaches to Stony Point from Newburgh and West Point
After the “Map of the Counties fo Hunterdon, Sussex, Bergen, Essex and Morris

also Part of Middlesex and Somerset, New Jersey and of the Counties of Orange and
Ulster in the Province of New York,” in the collection fo the New-York Historical

Society. The Outline of the various forts is suggestive only and is not to scale.
Springsteel’s is not on the original map and is added from the sketch in 

Henry P. Johnston’s The Storming of Stony Point on the Hudson.

d
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A Storm Brings an Opportunity

Nathanael Greene’s Theatre of Operations, 1780-81

d



Lafayette’s “Snake Trail” in the Virginia Maneuvers of 1781. 

After Charlemagne Town, The Marquis de Lafayette in the American Revolution, v.2, p. 288.

d
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Long Marches Make a
Short One Possible
The Approaches to 

Yorktown, Virginia.

d

The Crossing of Great Runs,
Near Yorktown.

This sketch, based on 
Sebastian Bauman’s Map 

of 1781-82, shows, also, the
location of the quarters of

Washington, Rochembeau,
Hand and Vioménil.
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The Vicinity of Moore’s
Dam, Yorktown. 

After the map of Sebastian
Bauman, 1781-82.

d

Design of the Epaulement 
at Yorktown.

This Work, sketched after the map of
Sebastian Baumanm 1781-1782, was

designed to facilitate the attack on the
two advance British Redoubts, often

styled Redoubts 9 and 10.
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